
Gin Gin
1st Slovak premium gin delicate in its taste and beautiful 
from the outside. Gin Gin is homemade from hand-picked 
junipers, wild thyme growing in pure nature, elderberry, the 
flower of lime-tree, quince and multiple other components. 
You can create a perfect combination of Gin Gin with tonic 
in modern or classic drinks. The design of the bottle shows 
an elegant combination of Slovak blueprint with a strong 
tradition of gold and silver mining work in Slovakia.

ACROSS THE 
SLOVAK SPIRITS

Nestville whiskey
One of the most essential factors that led to the procution 
of Whisky Nestville was an analysis of high-quality pure 
water, showing that it is full of minerals extremely suitable 
for whiskey production. Based on the geological research it 
was discovered that the water we usually use runs through 
the quaternary sediments of the Zuberec and Bielopotok 
layers. The distillery factory offers today besides the basic 
blended whiskey also flavored whiskey,  Single Malt 
whiskey, or the 9yo Master Blender edition.

Juniperus
Geneva JUNIPERUS Pure Distilled was created by 
a specific method in a two-stage distillation of fermented 
yeast from grounded junipers. As the only premium geneva 
of its kind, it brings to the market pure vivid taste of 
a noble distillate produced from 8000 junipers per bottle.  
It presents an original delight also for the most demanding 
taste buds.

Frndžalica
The mythical drink of the famous Pacha and his compan-
ions revives. Pacho Matrtaj Frndžalica is made by classic 
distillation in the womb of Slovak nature. The purest Slovak 
raw materials are filled with high energy. The delicious 
Slovak spirit matures in the oak casks for up to 2 years. You 
will be captivated by the chocolate and vanilla tones with 
the traces of apples. This magical drink will enchant you by 
its creamy taste with a touch of fine spices. Frndžalica gets 
its beautiful color naturally from leaching in the oak wood.



BVD destillery
Bird Valley Distillery was established in 2010 with the goal 
of satisfying the ever-growing demand for 100% fruit 
spirits. It took several long months to find the most 
appropriate fruit varieties, methods of manufacturing and 
development of original technological processes to ensure 
a unique place in the market. They were the first to come 
to the market with Geneva 100% distillate.

Marsen
The distillates Marsen have an exceptional position. Beside 
the fact that they belong to the category of real fruit 
distillates, they also be proudly called „varied”. Meaning 
that they are made without any artificial aromas, colorants 
or other substances. When it comes to fruit we do not only 
distinguish the types of fruit but also its varieties. From 
pear, we can make for example four types of distilleries - 
Williams, Conference, Durandeau or Autumm.

SLOVAK FRUIT 
SPIRITS

St. Nicolaus premium 
distilleries
The Slovak brand with the distillery located in our neigh-
bors in South of Czech Republic. Only the best varieties of 
fruit are carefully chosen for the production of these 
distillates, mainly from the river basin of Tisza and Szamos. 
The floodplains in this region are rich in nutrients and, in 
combination with an optimal number of rainfall and sunny 
days, ideally nourish fruit trees that give birth to fruit with 
a very rich flavor.

Fine Destilery
The distillery from Nitra region has been producing quality 
fruit spirits since 1995 and is one of the leading Slovak 
brands. The raw materials for its production originate 
exclusively in Slovakia and the bottle has a unique modern 
design thanks to the glass-painted label.
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